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સામયિક મૂલ્યાંકન – દ્વિતીિ સત્ર 
યિષિ : અંગે્રજી                            Unit 3 to 6                              ધોરણ: 5     

સમિ : એક કલાક                                                            તા. 16/03/2024 

EN504 વાર્ાા અને પરિચ્છેદન ું વાુંચન કિી અર્ાગ્રહણ કિે છે.  
Q.1 નીચે આપેલા કોઇપણ એક ફકરા પરથી પ્રશ્નોના જિાબ લખો.     (5) 

(1) 

Today is Diwali. Supriya is making rangoli. Her brother Zishan is firing crackers. Her 

mother Neetaben is decorating home. Her father Vinodbhai buys sweets. It is winter. They 

are enjoying the festival. 

1. Who is Supriya’s father? 

2. Is this summer? 

3. What is Neetaben doing? 

4. Zishan is playing with colours. True or false? 

5. Find an opposite word for ‘sells’ from the paragraph. 

(2) 

Today is Ali’s birthday. He has a party at his home. Rohit, Meera and Ziyan are his 

friends. They are at the party. Ali is cutting the cake. All are clapping and wishing birthday. 

They are singing the birthday song. They all have caps on their heads.  

1. Who are Ali’s friends? 

2. Are all happy and enjoying? 

3. What are all doing? 

4. They have hats on their heads. True or false? 

5. Find an opposite word for ‘under’ from the paragraph. 

(3) 

This is Natubhai’s farm. He is feeding the cattle. Her wife Bilkiben is putting nuts in 

the jute-bags. Manjulaben is milking the buffaloes. Chiku is picking the mangoes. Manoj is 

taking coconuts in the bullock cart to the market yard.  

1. Who is picking the mangoes? 

2. Is this Manoj’s farm? 

3. Where is Manoj taking the coconuts? 

4. Manjulaben is milking the cow. True or false? 

5. Find an opposite word for ‘giving’ from the paragraph. 
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(4) 

He is Mr. John. He has a big school in the city. It has many classrooms. There is a 

computer lab. There is also a science lab and a library. There are around 1200 students and 31 

teachers. There is a big playground, children like to play there.   

1. Who has a big school? 

2. Is there a lab in the school? 

3. Where do the children play? 

4. The school has many classrooms. True or false? 

5. Find an opposite word for ‘small’ from the paragraph. 

(5) 

That is a post office. There is a post box. It is red. There are letters in the post box. 

There are stamps in the post office. The post master is in the post office. Post men deliver the 

letters door to door. They also deliver parcels. 

1. What is the colour of the post box? 

2. Is there a post master in the post office? 

3. What do post men deliver? 

4. There are parcels in the post-box. True or false? 

5. Find an opposite word for ‘out’ from the paragraph. 

EN513 There is/There are નો ઉપયોગ કિી વસ્ત  ઓના સ્ર્ાનનો નનદેશ કિે છે.  
Q.2 આપેલા શબ્દોનો ઉપિોગ કરી ઉદાહરણ મજુબ િાક્યો બનાિો.                 (5) 

ઉદાહરણ : five apples-in the basket : There are five apples in the basket. 

      a ball-in the bag          : There is a ball in the bag. 

(1) 

1. ten classrooms – in the school 

2. one pen - in my pocket 

3. a doctor - in the hospital 

4. a postmaster - in the post office 

5. players - on the ground 

 (2) 

1. a ball – on the table 

2. a laptop – in the bag 

3. teachers – in the school 

4. a book – in the cupboard 

5. two swings – in the park 
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(3) 

1. goggles – in my pocket 

2. a map – on the wall 

3. a nurse – in the hospital 

4. a farmer – at the farm 

5. many flower plants – in the garden 

 (4) 

1. vegetables – in the refrigerator 

2. a cow – under the tree 

3. birds – on the tree 

4. students – in the classroom 

5. many children – on the play ground 

 (5) 

1. a driver – in the bus 

2. a bed – in the bedroom 

3. three oranges – in the basket 

4. many slides – in the garden 

5. passengers – in the bus 

 

EN-517 સ્ર્ાનનક વ્યવસાયકાિોનો પરિચય મેળવ ેછે અને આપે છે.  

 Q.3 િોગ્િ જોડકાાં જોડો.                           (5) 

(1) 

A B 

A doctor is… at the post office. 

A teacher is… at the police station. 

A farmer is… at the school. 

A postman is… at the farm. 

A policeman is… at the hospital. 
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(2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(4) 

 

 

 

 

A B 

A teacher is… policing. 

A farmer is… teaching. 

A policeman is… playing. 

A player is… driving. 

A driver is… farming. 

A B 

A doctor has… a vehicle. 

A teacher has… a microphone. 

A driver has… a sewing machine. 

A singer has… a chalk and a duster. 

A tailor has… a stethoscope. 

A B 

A seller is… dancing. 

A dancer is… nursing. 

A nurse is… singing. 

A singer is… stitching. 

A tailor is… selling. 
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(5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EN524  રિયાસચૂક શબ્દોનો ઉપયોગ કિી કાવ્ય આગળ વધાિે છે.  

 Q. 4 કાવ્િ િાાંચો અને કૌસમાાં આપેલા ક્રિિાસચૂક શબ્દોનો ઉપિોગ કરી કાવ્િ રચો.    (5) 

Running running. 

Running in the morning. 

Running in the noon-time. 

Running running. 

Running when the sun goes down. 

(1) 

(reading) 

 (2) 

(jumping) 

 (3) 

(knocking) 

(4) 

(skipping) 

 (5) 

(playing) 

 

 

A B 

A potter is… giving tickets. 

A postman is… drawing. 

A conductor is… making pots. 

A cook is… delivering letters. 

A painter is… making delicious food. 
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EN515 ભરૂ્કાળની રિયાઓ વણાવે છે.  

 Q. 5  કૌસમાાં આપેલા િાક્યો િાચો અને િોગ્િ ખાનામાાં લખો.      (5) 

 

(1) 

(2) 

He is my friend. Tina is a good dancer. She was playing Kabaddi. He was in standard 3. I am 

a student. 

(3) 

Tina was milking the cows. I am feeding the chicks. My father is taking cotton to the market. 

My mother was cooking in the kitchen. My brother was reading in his room. 

 (4) 

The teacher checked the homework. He does not play kho-kho. The peon rang the bell. The 

principal is in the office. My friend is absent today. 

 (5) 

The singer was singing a song. The musicians were playing music. I am here to play garba. 

My all friends are also here to enjoy. I was not here. 

 

Today Yesterday 

  

  

  

Ziya is a tennis player. Tina was a swimmer. We are friends. We were in standard 4. He was 

a good player. 


